
THE INCONVIENT TRUTH

An Inconvenient Truth is a American concert film/documentary film directed by Davis Guggenheim about former United
States Vice President Al Gore's.

This makes no sense. The commonly observed pattern is that public opinion tends to follow , rather than lead,
debate among political elites. Gore's argument a real sense of drama," and "as unsettling as it can be," Scott
continued, "it is also intellectually exhilarating, and, like any good piece of pedagogy, whets the appetite for
further study. The film ultimately helped Al Gore win the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts in promoting
action against climate change. He was gonna do it in L. First, politicians became increasingly common in
coverage, politicizing the issue as it grew in importance. How much further along would we be? Blamed him
for giving up on the election too soon. I felt like it was a great comeback story that we could tell at the same
time that we were telling the story of climate change. The result was people in every time zone started asking
themselves what they could do â€” and got working on the answers. And in the decade since, a lot has
changed as a result. Lindzen was vocally critical of the film, writing in a June 26, op-ed in the Wall Street
Journal that Gore was using a biased presentation to exploit the fears of the public for his own political gain.
My jaw dropped. Most of my movies take a year and a half, if not two and a half. We are told that Katrina
grew "stronger and stronger and stronger" as it passed over the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico that were
heated up by global warming. We were not in one of the great theaters. The idea was, with that big screen,
how great would it be for him to walk the length of that screen. Megan Colligan, Paramount marketing
executive: We did promotional screenings. But what these failings did was kickstart a search for a better
model of international cooperation on climate action. Thanks to their answers and all the breakthroughs above,
today we know we can solve it, if we stay committed to this path â€” and if our world leaders follow through
with their commitments to reducing emissions in the Paris Agreement. Laurie David: I did not have one doubt
that this was going to change the world in some way. Two important things happened in that room: I decided
to fund the whole film on the spot, and Davis agreed to leave Participant and go direct the film immediately. I
had been holding hearings about the climate crisis, but during that spring of , I very much deepened my
emotional commitment. Gore's presentation was the most powerful and clear explanation of global warming I
had ever seen. Our Future Is Bright Yes, we have a lot of work ahead to stop the climate crisis. I get the logic
of the argument for climate change, but why is it so hard for people to grasp? Here's another way to get this
message out. World Leaders Signed the Paris Agreement In , concerted international action on climate change
was still just sputtering along. Renewable energy, such as solar and wind, is cheaper than fossil fuel-based
electricity in many parts of the world. Last year was the hottest year on record, and is on pace to be even
warmer. Laurie David: There were millions of dollars spent by corporations to confuse the public about this
issue. According to a recent blog posted at realclimate. I think we had at least 12 interviews, and he would tell
you that they were excruciating for him. Ebert said, "In 39 years, I have never written these words in a movie
review, but here they are: You owe it to yourself to see this film. Al Gore was featured prominently in the
news media coverage of climate change. Despair can be paralyzing. He got a standing ovation. In an age of
affective polarization where Republicans and Democrats each increasingly dislike the other, it makes sense
that Republicans may have taken an oppositional stance on climate change, at least partly, in response to
signals from Democratic elites. Lesley Chilcott , co-producer: All the logic of, take your time making the film,
do it the correct way, travel to a million film festivals, get feedback, revise â€” that was all out the window.
The only remaining concern is it matters a lot how quickly we win it. However, as pointed out in the
realclimate. There was three or four different types of animation. This was particularly true when climate
change was salient and Americans were significantly polarizing on the issue. Davis Guggenheim: When
people look back, they start to write a narrative in their head about why it was so successful.


